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Abstract This paper considers the cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) problem of heterogeneous

vehicle platoons and proposes a data-driven optimal CACC approach for the heterogeneous platoon with

unknown dynamics. To cope with the unknown dynamics of the vehicle CACC platoon system, the adaptive

dynamic programming is used to design an online iteration policy for optimal CACC of the platoon. Using

the predecessor-following topology, the CACC controllers are computed by employing the desired spacing

errors, relative velocities, and accelerations of the vehicles. The stability of the closed-loop CACC system

and the iteration algorithm are presented. Furthermore, the string stability of the platoon with the CACC

system is established in terms of the acceleration transfer function between adjacent vehicles in frequent

domain. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified in two complex scenarios of varying

speed cruise.

Keywords vehicle platoons, cooperative adaptive cruise control, optimal control, data-driven control,
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1 Introduction

Traffic accidents, jams, and environmental pollution are getting worse due to increasing vehicles in big

cities and towns. The increasing vehicles pose great challenges to the current transportation infras-

tructure. The intelligent vehicle technology with advanced controllers is developed to reduce traffic

accidents and traffic jams [1, 2]. Recently, cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) is developed to

improve traffic flow and reduce environmental pollution by resorting the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and

vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication technologies [3,4]. Compared with adaptive cruise control

(ACC) [5–8], CACC drives a group of vehicles to form a vehicle platoon with a smaller and safe spac-

ing while making passengers feel more comfortable. Owing to shortening inter-vehicle distances, the air

resistance of vehicles in a platoon can be reduced, and consequently the fuel consumption of vehicles is

saved [9]. Especially, the fuel saving is more obvious for heavy trucks in a platoon. Hence, CACC is

getting to be one of the key technologies of intelligent transportation systems [10, 11].

String stability is one of important issues of CACC systems for vehicle platoons as it can characterize

the impacts of autonomous vehicles on traffic flow stability to a great extent [12]. When vehicles in

a platoon are moving, the position error, velocity, and/or acceleration of a front vehicle will fluctuate
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gradually along the platoon. Then some vehicles in rear of the platoon may pause or be collided, which

greatly affects the stability and driving safety of the vehicle platoon [12,13]. String stability implies that

the motion fluctuations caused by the driving changes of front vehicles cannot propagate backwards [14].

In recent years, many methods have been proposed to ensure the string stability of vehicle platoons. For

example, in [15], the authors evaluated the string stability of platoons in the frequency domain and derived

some sufficient conditions on the transfer function of adjacent vehicles to ensure the string stability of a

platoon. In [16], the acceleration profiles of adjacent vehicles were used to measure the fluctuation degree

of the vehicle platoon, and in [17,18], the errors between the actual and the desired inter-vehicle distances

were used to measure the fluctuation degree of the vehicle platoon. From the perspective of networked

control systems, Ref. [19] analyzed the string stability of CACC of homogeneous vehicle platoons in

terms of sampling time and network communication delays in wireless communication among vehicles.

Moreover, in [20], the low-order Padé approximation was adopted to derive the string stability of CACC

of homogeneous vehicle platoons with time-delay actuators. To the best of our knowledge, most of the

available CACC results in the literature are based on the known dynamics of CACC systems of vehicle

platoons.

However, since the dynamical parameters of vehicles are generally unknown or uncertain in practice,

it is hard to accurately know the dynamics of a CACC system of the vehicle platoon. Note that a

vehicle is an integrated motion system of rigid bodies and elastic damping elements. When a vehicle is

moving at a high speed, several factors such as the load-weight, road friction, and tire characteristics will

cause the uncertain changes of the dynamical parameters of the vehicle [21,22]. For the control problem

of systems with unknown or uncertain parameters, the adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) [23–25]

provides one of effective control solutions to the CACC system with unknown dynamics [26]. For instance,

Wang et al. [27] designed a self-learning cruise controller based on the Markov decision process (MDP)

model, where the kernel-based least squares iteration strategy was used to learn the optimal control

of longitudinal ACC systems with unknown dynamical parameters and external disturbances. Gao et

al. [28] proposed an ADP-based data-driven optimal cruise control method for a class of connected

vehicles composed of several human-driven vehicles in front and an autonomous vehicle in the tail, where

the dynamical parameters of the autonomous vehicle in the tail is assumed to be known accurately.

Moreover, Zhu et al. [29] presented an ADP-based optimal CACC approach for heterogeneous vehicle

platoons with uncertain dynamics, where the derivative of acceleration of the preceding vehicle was used

to compute the actual control input and the position errors between adjacent vehicles were employed to

derive the string stability of the vehicle platoon with respect to the unknown parameters of the CACC

system.

Motivated by the existing work, this paper proposes a data-driven optimal CACC approach for hetero-

geneous vehicle platoon systems with unknown dynamics by combining adaptive dynamic programming

and iterative computation [30]. The predecessor-following (PF) communication topology is used in the

CACC system of the vehicle platoon, where each vehicle is connected with its nearest preceding vehicle

via V2V network [31,32]. Since the dynamics of the heterogeneous vehicles are unknown, the ADP-based

optimal CACC algorithm is proposed to compute the optimal feedback control of the CACC system based

on real driving data of the vehicle platoon. The optimal CACC regulates the inter-vehicle distance error

system by adopting the data of desired spacing errors, relative velocities, and accelerations of adjacent

vehicles with unknown dynamics. Moreover, string stability of the platoon is established in terms of the

acceleration profiles of successive vehicles in the platoon in the frequency domain. With respect to the

available literature, the contributions of this work are summarized as follows: (1) We present an iterative

ADP-based CACC method for string stability of heterogeneous vehicle platoon systems with unknown

dynamics, which iteratively solves the algebraic Riccati equation of the CACC system using the real state

and input evaluations of the vehicle platoon; (2) The designed CACC controller is independent upon the

derivatives of accelerations of vehicles, and the conditions on string stability of the platoon are obtained

regardless the unknown parameters of the CACC system. These extend the applications of the CACC

method to various vehicle platoons. Finally, some classical traffic scenarios of varying speed cruise are

used to verify the performance of the proposed method.
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Figure 1 (Color online) A schematic of the vehicle CACC platoon system.

2 Problem formulation

In a vehicle CACC platoon system, the states of the vehicles are assumed to be obtained by V2V and

estimation methods [33,34]. In this article every vehicle transmits its acceleration to the following vehicle

via V2V network and maintains a safe inter-vehicle distance (i.e., spacing) from its preceding vehicle.

The on-board sensors are installed on the front and rear bumpers of vehicles to detect the spacing and

relative velocity between adjacent vehicles. With V2V communications, a PF communication topology

is employed such that each vehicle receives information only from its nearest preceding vehicle. The

leading vehicle transmits its own information to the nearest follower and is not connected to the others

(see Figure 1). Note that the PF topology reduces the communication burden compared to the other

topologies [19].

Consider the platoon system composed of n heterogeneous vehicles in Figure 1. Let pi, vi and ai be

the position, velocity and acceleration of the ith vehicle in the platoon for i = 1, . . . , n, respectively. For

each vehicle i, the longitudinal dynamics can be modeled by [35]:

ṗi(t) = vi(t), v̇i(t) = ai(t), ȧi(t) = fi(vi(t), ai(t)) + gi(vi(t))∂i(t), ∀t > 0, (1)

where ∂i(t) is the engine input of the ith vehicle at time t > 0, and functions fi and g are given by

fi (vi, ai) = −
1

τi

(

ai +
σYifdi
2mi

v2i +
pmi

mi

)

−
σYifdiviai

mi

,

gi (vi) =
1

τimi

,

(2)

where τi is the unknown time constant of the lag in tracking any desired acceleration command, σ is

the air density, and Yi, fdi, pmi and mi are the cross-sectional area, drag coefficient, mechanical drag

and mass of the vehicle, respectively. In order to linearize the acceleration equation in (1), the following

equation is used [35]:

∂i = uimi + σYifdiv
2
i /2 + pmi + ζiσYifdiviai, (3)

where the new control input ui is the desired acceleration of vehicle i. Substituting (3) into the third

equation in (1), it is obtained that

ȧi(t) = −ai(t)/τi + ui(t)/τi. (4)

Then the unknown time constant τi represents the inertial lag of longitudinal dynamics of each vehicle

i = 1, . . . , n. It is assumed that the inertial lag of longitudinal dynamics of vehicles in the platoon is

bounded by ζi > 0. Note that as the unknown parameters are not identical for each vehicle, the platoon

is called a heterogeneous one.

The objective of CACC is to make the platoon as close as possible and maintain a safe inter-vehicle

distance. To this end, the constant time headway spacing policy is used in the whole platoon. Let d∗i be

the desired spacing of the ith vehicle for i = 1, . . . , n. For vehicle i, the desired spacing is defined at time

t > 0 by

d∗i (t) = d0 + hivi(t), (5)

where d0 is the desired spacing at standstill and hi is the headway time constant. Moreover, at time

t > 0 we compute the actual inter-vehicle distance for vehicle i as

di(t) = pi−1(t)− pi(t)− li−1, (6)
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where pi−1, li−1, and pi are the position and length of vehicle i − 1, and the position of vehicle i,

respectively. Then the spacing error δi of the vehicle between the actual and desired inter-vehicle distances

is computed for all vehicles in the platoon and times t > 0 as:

δi(t) = di(t)− d∗i (t) = pi−1(t)− pi(t)− li−1 − d0 − hivi(t). (7)

The goal of this paper is to design an optimal CACC controller ui = ki(δi, δ̇i, ai) for each vehicle i

such that the spacing error δi can be regulated to zero in the context of unknown parameter τi of the

vehicle in (4). Here we use ADP-based iterative computation to develop the optimal data-driven CACC

controller.

3 Optimal CACC controller design

3.1 Vehicle CACC platoon modeling

Consider the CACC system of vehicle i and take the first and the second derivatives of δi as

δ̇i(t) = vi−1(t)− vi(t)− hiai(t), (8)

δ̈i(t) = ai−1(t)− ai(t)− hiȧi(t). (9)

For each vehicle i, select the state vector of the CACC system as xi = [δi, δ̇i, ai]. Then from (1), (4) and

(7)–(9), we have the following third-order state representation of the CACC system of vehicle i:

ẋi(t) = Aixi(t) +Biui(t) +Giai−1(t) (10)

with matrices

Ai =













0 1 −hi

0 0 −1 +
hi

τi

0 0 −
1

τi













, Bi =













0

−
hi

τi
1

τi













, Gi =









0

1

0









. (11)

To design a state feedback controller for the CACC system of each vehicle i, define the CACC controller

ui = −kixi with the gain ki = [ki1, ki2, ki3]. Then the closed-loop CACC system of vehicle i is derived as

ẋi(t) = (Ai −Biki)xi(t) +Giai−1(t). (12)

Let X = [xT
1 , x

T
2 , . . . , x

T
n ]

T. The closed-loop CACC system of the whole platoon is described as the

compact form

Ẋ(t) = (M −NK)X(t) +Ga0(t), (13)

where a0 is the reference acceleration of the vehicle platoon and matrices N = diag{B1, B2, . . . , Bn},

K = diag{K1,K2, . . . ,Kn}, G
T = [0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0]3n×1 and

M =















A1 0 · · · 0

G2 A2 · · · 0
...

...

0 · · · Gn An















. (14)

In what follows, the gains ki, i = 1, . . . , n, are computed to ensure stability of the closed-loop

system (12) and the string stability of the closed-loop system (13) with unknown dynamical parame-

ters of the platoon system.
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3.2 Controller design

Consider the CACC system (10) for each vehicle i = 1, . . . , n. At time t > 0 with the state xi(t), define

the following cost function:

Ji(xi(t)) =

∫ ∞

t

[

xT
i (s)Qixi(s) + u2

i (s)
]

ds (15)

with the state weighted matrix Qi = QT
i > 0. If there is no disturbance in the system (10), i.e., ai−1 = 0

and the matrices Ai and Bi are known, then by solving the following Riccati equation [36]:

AT
i Pi + PiA

T
i +Qi − PiBiB

T
i Pi = 0, (16)

we have a symmetric positive definite solution P ∗
i and obtain the optimal feedback gain k∗i = BT

i P
∗
i .

It has been shown that the CACC system (10) with the optimal controller ui = −k∗i xi is stable at the

origin [34]. However, since Eq. (16) is nonlinear on Pi, it is difficult to solve the equation efficiently,

especially for large-scale multivariable systems. Hence, some approximately optimal numerical calculation

results have been developed in recent years.

Lemma 1 ([37]). Consider the CACC system (10) of each vehicle i = 1, . . . , n. Let k0,i ∈ R
1×3 be

any stabilizing controller’s gain of (10) and Pη,i ∈ R
3×3 be a symmetric positive definite solution to the

Lyapunov equation

(Ai −Bikk,i)
TPη,i + Pη,i(Ai −Bikη,i) +Qi + kTη,ikη,i = 0 (17)

with the iteration number η and the feedback gain

kη,i = BT
i Pη−1,i, η = 1, 2, . . . . (18)

Then the following properties hold: Ai − Bikη,i is Hurwitz and P ∗
i 6 Pη+1,i 6 Pη,i for any iteration

η > 1, and kη,i = k∗i and Pη,i = P ∗
i when η → ∞.

From Lemma 1, the nonlinear Riccati equation (16) can be transformed into the linear Lyapunov

equation (17) by online updating the feedback gain (18), and the approximately optimal solution to

(17) can be obtained by iteration computation. If the system matrices Ai and Bi are known, Lemma

1 gives an iterative algorithm to compute the feedback gain ki of each vehicle i. In the CACC system

considered here, however, the matrices Ai and Bi in (10) are unknown due to such factors as load-weight,

road friction, and tire characteristics [21, 22]. To solve this problem, here we propose an ADP-based

data-driven optimal control method for CACC of the heterogeneous vehicle platoon system (10).

Consider the CACC system (10) of vehicle i = 1, . . . , n and its controller’s gain kη,i at ηth iteration

computation. Rewrite the system (10) as

ẋi(t) = Aα,ixi(t) +Bi(kη,ixi(t) + ui(t)) +Giai−1(t) (19)

with Aα,i = Ai − Bikη,i and ui = −k0,ixi + γ, where γ is the excitation signal being the input for

online iterative learning but does not affect the convergence of the iteration process [38]. Differentiating

xT
i Pη,ixi along the solution to the system (19) over the time window [t, t+∆t], we have

xi(t+∆t)TPη,ixi(t+∆t)− xi(t)
TPη,ixi(t)

=

∫ t+∆t

t

[

xT
i (τ)(A

T
α,iPη,i+Pη,iAα,i)xi(τ)+2(ui(τ)+kη,ixi(τ))

TBT
i Pη,ixi(τ)+2ai−1(τ)G

T
i Pη,ixi(τ)

]

dτ

= −

∫ t+∆t

t

(

xT
i (τ)Qβ,ixi(τ) + 2ai−1(τ)G

T
i Pη,ixi(τ)

)

dτ+2

∫ t+∆t

t

(ui(τ) + kη,ixi(τ))
T
kη+1xi(τ)dτ , (20)

where ∆t > 0 is the time interval when collecting the data for iteration computation and matrices

Qβ,i = Qi + kTη,ikη,i and Pη,i = PT
η,i > 0.
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To ensure that the gain kη,i and matrix Pη,i in (20) are selected to uniquely satisfy Eqs. (17) and (18)

under the unknown parameters of Ai and Bi, we introduce two operators

x̄i = [x2
1,i, x1,ix2,i, x1,ix3,i, x

2
2,i, x2,ix3,i, x

2
3,i]

T, (21)

P̂η,i = [p11,i, 2p12,i, 2p13,i, p22,i, 2p23,i, p33,i]
T, (22)

where P11,i, P12,i, . . . are elements of matrix Pη,i. Moreover, introducing the Kronecker product ⊗ repre-

sentation to (20), we derive that

xT
i Qβ,ixi = (xT

i ⊗ xT
i )vec(Qβ,i),

ai−1G
T
i Pη,ixi = (xT

i ⊗ ai−1)vec(G
T
i Pη,i),

(ui + kη,ixi)
Tkη+1,ixi =

[

(xT
i ⊗ xT

i )(In ⊗ kTη,i) + (xT
i ⊗ uT

i )In
]

vec(kη+1,i),

(23)

where In is an identity matrix and vec(·) is the vectorization operator of matrices [28]. Substituting (23)

into (20), it is obtained that

2

∫ t+∆t

t

[

(xT
i (τ)⊗xT

i (τ))(In ⊗ kTη,i)+xT
i (τ)⊗uT

i (τ)
]

dτvec(kη+1,i)+2

∫ t+∆t

t

xT
i (τ)⊗aT

i−1
(τ)dτvec(GT

i Pη,i)

=

∫ t+∆t

t

(

xT
i (τ) ⊗ xT

i (τ)
)

dτvec(Qβ,i) + (x̄i(t+∆t)− x̄i(t))
TP̂η,i. (24)

Given an integer l > 0, we define the vectors

δTx̄i
= [(x̄i(t1)− x̄i(t0)), . . . , (x̄i(tl)− x̄i(tl−1))]6l,

ITxixi
=

[

∫ t1

to

xi(τ) ⊗ xi(τ)dτ , . . . ,

∫ tl

tl−1

xi(τ) ⊗ xi(τ)dτ

]

9l

,

ITxiui
=

[

∫ t1

to

xi(τ)⊗ ui(τ)dτ , . . . ,

∫ tl

tl−1

xi(τ)⊗ ui(τ)dτ

]

3l

,

ITxiai−1
=

[

∫ t1

to

xi(τ)⊗ ai−1(τ)dτ , . . . ,

∫ tl

tl−1

xi(τ) ⊗ ai−1(τ)dτ

]

3l

,

(25)

where the time instants 0 6 t0,η 6 t1,η 6 · · · 6 tl,η. Considering l time intervals (∆t) and substituting

(25) into (24), we have that

Θi









P̂η,i

vec(kη+1,i)

vec(GT
i Pη,i)









+ Ξi = 0, (26)

with

Θi =
[

δx̄i
, −2Ixixi

(In ⊗KT
η,i)− 2Ixiui

In, −2Ixiai−1
In
]

, Ξi = Ixixi
vec(Qβ,i) (27)

for any given stabilizing gain kη+1,i and matrix Pη,i. If Θi is full rank, then the gain kη+1,i and matrix

Pη,i are uniquely determined by (26) and can be solved as









P̂η,i

vec(kη+1,i)

vec(GT
i Pη,i)









= −(ΘT
i Θi)

−1ΘT
i Ξi. (28)

Note that every iteration computing (28) is based on the real data of the CACC system (12) with the

new feedback gain kη+1,i. However, it is not easy to directly check the full column rank of matrix Θi at

every iteration. To this end, from [39] the following Lemma 2 provides a way to check the full rank of Θi.
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Lemma 2. Consider the closed-loop CACC system (12) of vehicle i = 1, . . . , n. If the online data

obtained from (12) satisfy that

rank([Ixixi
, Ixiui

, Ixiai−1
]) = 12, (29)

then for any iteration number η, the matrix Θi has full column rank.

Proof. According to the closed-loop CACC system (12), the conclusion of Lemma 2 is immediately

derived from Theorem 1 in [39] and then the proof is omitted.

In what follows, we present the ADP-based optimal data-driven CACC algorithm (Algorithm 1) for

the heterogeneous vehicle platoon system (10).

Algorithm 1 ADP-based optimal data-driven CACC algorithm

Step 1. For each vehicle i = 1, . . . , n, select a stabilizing feedback gain k0,i, the excitation signal γi and l time intervals

(∆t); let η = 0;

Step 2. Implement ui = −kη,ixi + γi to (10) over the time window [t0,η , tl,η ];

Step 3. Measure xi of (12) and compute kη+1,i and Pη,i by solving (28);

Step 4. Let η = η + 1 and t0,η = tl,η−1; go back to Step 2.

Note that the CACC gains are computed using the real data of the vehicles. In this sense, this CACC

is called a data-driven control strategy. Implementing the CACC controllers obtained by Algorithm 1 to

the vehicle platoon system (10), we have the stability result of the closed-loop CACC system (12).

Theorem 1. Consider the closed-loop CACC system (12) with an initial stabilizing feedback gain k0,i
for each vehicle i = 1, . . . , n. If the condition (29) is satisfied, then kη+1,i and Pη,i obtained iteratively

by (28) converge to the optimal solution k∗i and P ∗
i . Moreover, the system is stable to the origin.

Proof. From Lemma 2, at the ηth iteration the solution to (28) is iteratively determined by a given

stabilizing feedback gain k0,i as the matrix Θi has the full column rank. It is known from (20) that the

solutions Pη,i and kη+1,i to Eqs. (17) and (18) satisfy (29). Thus, iteratively computing equation (28) is

equivalent to iteratively computing (17) and (18) under (29). Then from Lemma 1, it is obtained that

Pη,i and kη+1,i converge to the optimal solutions P ∗
i and k∗i , and the closed-loop CACC system is stable

to the origin.

4 String stability analysis

In order to ensure that the fluctuations from the leading vehicle does not propagate along backward

of the vehicle platoon, the string stability must be obtained for the whole platoon system (13). In

principle, string stability means that an initial disturbance decays with the increase of vehicle index in the

platoon when the leading vehicle has random maneuverability. String stability can be seen as a network

performance of the vehicle platoon system and is a more restrictive property compared to stability of each

vehicle. Here, the acceleration transfer function of successive vehicles is used to measure the disturbance

fluctuation of the whole platoon. Namely, the vehicle platoon is string stable if ‖G(jw)‖ 6 1 for any

w [15], where G(s) = ai(s)/ai−1(s), and ai(s) and ai−1(s) represent Laplace transforms of acceleration

signals ai(t) and ai−1(t) of vehicles i and i − 1, respectively.

Under the stability result of the closed-loop CACC system (12), the string stability of the heterogeneous

vehicle platoon system (13) is presented as Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. Under the conditions in Theorem 1, the vehicle CACC platoon system (13) is string stable

if the CACC controller ui satisfies the inequalities











k2i1h
2
i + 2ki1ki2hi + 2ki1ki3 − 2ki1ki2hi − 2ki1 > 0,

2ki2hi − 2ki3 + 1 > 0,

ki1hi + ki2 < 0,

(30)

for vehicle i = 1, . . . , n.
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Proof. From the conclusion on Theorem 1, the closed-loop CACC system (12) of each vehicle is stable.

Then taking Laplace transformation to the equations in (8) and (9), respectively, it is obtained that

sδi(s) =
ai−1(s)− ai(s)

s
− hiai(s), (31)

δi(s) =
ai−1(s)− ai(s)

s2
−

hiai(s)

s
. (32)

Substituting (31) and (32) and the CACC controller ui = −kixi into (4) and taking Laplace transfor-

mation again, we have that

τiai(s)s = −ai(s) + ki1
ai−1(s)− ai(s)− hiai(s)s

s2
+ ki2

ai−1(s)− ai(s)− hiai(s)s

s
+ ki3ai(s). (33)

After a simple shifting operation, the acceleration transfer function of two adjacent vehicles is obtained

as follows:

G(s) =
ai(s)

ai−1(s)
=

ki1 + ki2s

τis3 + (1 + ki2hi − ki3)s2 + (ki1hi + ki2)s+ ki1
. (34)

Let s = jw and consider the condition ‖ai(jw)/ai−1(jw)‖ 6 1 for any w. We derive the following

inequality:

τ2i w
4 + ((ki3 − ki2hi)

2 + 2ki2hi + 1− 2τiki1hi − 2τiki2 − 2ki3)w
2

+ (k2i1h
2
i + 2ki1ki2hi + 2ki1ki3 − 2ki1ki2hi − 2ki1) > 0. (35)

The inequality (35) holds for any τi ∈ [0, ζ] if and only if the inequalities

k2i1h
2
i + 2ki1ki2hi + 2ki1ki3 − 2ki1ki2hi − 2ki1 > 0, (36)

2ki2hi + 1− 2τiki1hi − 2τiki2 − 2ki3 > 0 (37)

hold for any τi > 0. The inequality (37) is equivalent to τi > (2ki2hi + 1 − 2ki3)/2(ki1hi + ki2). Then

from ki1hi + ki2 < 0, the inequality (37) is true for any τi > 0 if

(2ki2hi + 1− 2ki3)/2(ki1hi + ki2) 6 0. (38)

Consequently, we have the following sufficient conditions:

2ki2hi + 1− 2ki3 > 0 and ki1hi + ki2 < 0. (39)

Combining the inequalities (36) and (39), i.e., (30), we establish the string stability of the vehicle platoon

system (13). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

5 Simulation results

In this section, a group of six heterogeneous vehicles are used to evaluate and verify the effectiveness of

the proposed method. Since the dynamical parameter τi could vary from 0.1 for hybrid vehicles to 0.5

for fuel vehicles [40, 41], the real dynamical parameters of the six heterogeneous vehicles are randomly

given as τ1 = 0.30, τ2 = 0.25, τ3 = 0.18, τ4 = 0.43, τ5 = 0.38, and τ6 = 0.22. Moreover, the weighted

matrices in the car-following cost function (15) are tuned as Q1 = diag{1, 0, 0}, Q2 = diag{1.2, 0, 0},

Q3 = diag{0.9, 0, 0}, Q4 = diag{1.1, 0, 0}, Q5 = diag{0.9, 0, 0}, and Q6 = diag{1.1, 0, 0}. Then using

the real dynamical parameters, we can separately calculate the ideal optimal feedback gains for the six

vehicles as
k∗1 = [− 1.0000− 0.7827− 0.0675]; k∗2 = [− 1.0954− 0.7705− 0.1126];

k∗3 = [− 0.9487− 0.7478− 0.1071]; k∗4 = [− 1.0488− 0.7203− 0.1765];

k∗5 = [− 0.9487− 0.7614− 0.0853]; k∗6 = [− 1.0488− 0.7361− 0.1528].
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Figure 2 (Color online) Desired spacing errors of vehicles. Figure 3 (Color online) Acceleration profiles of vehicles.

Note that in this study, the real values of these parameters are assumed to be unknown to illustrate the

proposed CACC method and hence, the ideal optimal feedback gains cannot be obtained in practice.

In the simulation study, the desired spacing at standstill and headway time constant are separately

selected as hi = 0.8 s and d0,i=1 m for each vehicle i = 1, . . . , 6. To start the proposed CACC controllers

to the vehicle platoon, the initial feedback gain of every vehicle is set as k0,i = [−1, 0, 0], time interval ∆t =

10 ms and l = 16. Furthermore, the excitation signal γ = 50
∑50

j=1 sin(wjt) is used as the system input of

each vehicle [39], where wj is independently distributed within [−50, 50]. To save iteration computation

burden, the iterative process learning the feedback gains will be stopped if ‖Pη − Pη−1‖ 6 0.03. For

two varying-speed driving scenarios with different initial inter-vehicle distances (see later), the iteratively

calculated feedback gains converge and are computed as

k∞1 = [−1.0000− 0.7829− 0.0675]; k∞2 = [−1.0954− 0.7705− 0.1125];

k∞3 = [−0.9487− 0.7477− 0.1071]; k∞4 = [−1.0488− 0.7202− 0.1764];

k∞5 = [−0.9487− 0.7614− 0.0853]; k∞6 = [−1.0488− 0.7361− 0.1528].

It can be seen that the iteratively calculated gains are almost equivalent to the ideal ones. The iteration

computation process is running by MATLAB2017A on the laptop computer with Intel Core i7-8750H

CPU and 32 GB memory, with the maximal computational time 2.3 ms for one iteration. Hence, the

used iteration computation is available to the CACC system of the vehicle platoon.

To verify the proposed CACC method, in the first experiment we consider such driving scenario

that the reference speed of the platoon is varying but starting at the zero initial spacing error, i.e.,

xi(0) = 0, i = 1, . . . , 6. Figures 2–5 show the simulation results of the vehicle platoon. Figure 2 shows

the time evolutions of desired spacing error of each vehicle. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the errors

of vehicles in the heterogonous platoon are regulated to zero by the proposed CACC controllers in the

context of unknown dynamical parameters of vehicles and varying reference speed/acceleration profiles.

Moreover, Figures 3 and 4 show the time evolutions of acceleration and speed of the vehicles in the

platoon. It is observed from Figures 3 and 4 that the acceleration and velocity of every vehicle can follow

the changes of those of its preceding vehicle. Particularly, the followers will also tend to stability when

the velocity of the leading vehicle tends to be stable, which illustrates the stability result of the proposed

vehicle CACC system. Figure 5 shows the actual inter-vehicle distance (spacing) of each vehicle. From

Figures 4 and 5, it can be found that the desired spacing will increases when the velocity of vehicle

i increases. To make a safe spacing as small as possible, the proposed CACC controller adjusts the

acceleration of the host vehicle to avoid collision with its preceding one. It can be further observed from

Figures 3–5 that the fluctuations of acceleration, velocity and spacing are not propagated along backward

of the platoon, which implies that the closed-loop platoon system with the proposed controller is string

stable. The string stability of the platoon system is also illustrated by Figure 6, where the response to

the acceleration transfer function of the sixth vehicle is shown at any frequency. These results verify the
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Figure 8 (Color online) Acceleration profiles of vehicles

in different initial states.

effectiveness of the proposed CACC method.

To further verify the proposed CACCmethod, in the second experiment we consider the driving scenario

that the reference speed of the platoon is varying and starting at the different initial spacing errors, i.e.,

x1(0) = [0.8, 0, 0]T, x2(0) = [−2.2, 0, 0]T, x3(0) = [1.6, 0, 0]T, x4(0) = [−1.8, 0, 0]T, x5(0) = [3, 0, 0]T,

and x6(0) = [−2, 0, 0]T. Figures 7–10 show the simulation results of the vehicle platoon in this scenario.

Owing to the different spacing at the initial time, the initial desired spacing errors of the platoon fluctuate

heavily, as shown in Figure 7. Moreover, Figures 8 and 9 show the time evolutions of acceleration and

velocity of all vehicles in the platoon. In the starting times, the acceleration of each vehicle is adjusted

quickly with a large range. This phenomenon is resulted from the fact that the initial spacing of the

whole platoon does not satisfy the string stability requirement. Namely, the inter-vehicle distances of

the first, third, and fifth vehicles are longer than the safe distance, and those of the second, fourth, and
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Figure 10 (Color online) Spacing profiles of vehicles in

different initial states.

sixth vehicles are shorter than the safe distance. Nevertheless, one can see from Figure 10 that the actual

spacing obtained by the proposed CACC controller is larger than zero for all times, which avoids collision

of adjacent vehicles even with varying speeds. After a short initial time, the vehicle platoon under the

proposed controller is normally driving and achieves a desired safe spacing and string stability.

6 Conclusion

This paper presented a data-driven optimal CACC method for heterogeneous vehicle platoons with un-

known dynamics. The predecessor-following communication topology was used to transmit the acceler-

ation signals of adjacent vehicles but the relative distances and velocities were measured by on-board

sensors. Due to the unknown dynamics, an ADP-based optimal CACC controller was designed for each

vehicle in the vehicle platoon only using the real-time driving data of the vehicles. Based on the stability

of the closed-loop CACC system, the string stability of the whole platoon was derived in terms of the

acceleration transfer function in the frequency domain. Experimental results of the six-vehicle platoon

system illustrated the effectiveness of the proposed CACC method. Since such issues as packet loss,

control delays, and cyber-attack have important effects on vehicle platoon systems, these issues should

be further studied to improve the real-world implementation of CACC in future work.
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